27 March 2014
PARADIGM PROTECT LAUNCHED TO MARKET
Paradigm Group, the advisory and mortgage services proposition, has today (27th
March 2014) launched a new proposition, Paradigm Protect, for brokers and
advisers looking to maximise their protection business levels.
Paradigm Protect has been designed to offer a comprehensive range of protection
products to advisers who already operate in the sector or who are looking to develop
their client offering to include protection.
The market for protection continues to offer great opportunities for advisers wishing
to ensure clients are fully covered in the event of death or illness with the ‘Protection
Gap’ continuing to widen.
Product categories catered for by Paradigm Protect include basic term assurance,
whole of life policies, critical and serious illness, income protection, family income
benefit, general insurance, impaired lives policies and cover for the over-50s.
Headed up by Head of Protection, Mike Allison, Paradigm Protect is a new concept
in protection as it allows advisers and brokers to fulfil all their client’s protection
needs through one all-encompassing portal. The intuitive Paradigm Protect website
helps advisers to pinpoint which providers operate in the product areas they are
interested in, offering comprehensive and relevant information.
Paradigm Protect has been established to deliver a broad range of products that suit
all client requirements delivered via the top providers in the sector such as Aegon,
Aviva, Bright Grey, Exeter Family Friendly, Legal & General, Shepherds Friendly,
Skandia and Zurich, to name but a few.
Users of Paradigm Protect will be offered access to either a restricted or whole of
market panel with the intention that rates payable to broker and adviser firms are
market-leading.
In addition, Paradigm Protect has brought together a large amount of support
material onto its website that will help advisers explain the benefits of protection
products and services to their clients. Users will also gain free access to the iPipeline
quotation tools in addition to further IT services.
Future plans include the development of additional protection product lines such as
medical insurance and Group Business cover as well as an evolution to the business
to consumer-based technology

Bob Hunt, Chief Executive of Paradigm Mortgage Services, commented:
“We have spent a considerable amount of time and resource putting together a
protection proposition which will appeal to existing protection advisers and those
looking to make a considerable splash in this marketplace. To do this we have
worked very closely with a large range of providers who all recognise the benefits
that Paradigm can bring in delivering a one-stop shop for advisers and their clients.
We have established both a whole of market plus an elite choice panel that offers
advisers a full range of the different product options available, ensuring that the
commission terms we offer compete exceptionally well in comparison to other
distributors. At the same time we are supporting our users with marketing, IT and
compliance support in order to make sure they are seeing the full benefits in
providing protection advice. We fully believe we have a proposition that will add
value for users and that advisers active in the protection space should seriously
consider Paradigm Protect in order to maximise the range of products available to
their client and to secure the best support and terms they can.”
For further information on Paradigm Protect, please visit:
www.paradigmprotect.co.uk
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Notes to editors
About Paradigm Mortgage Services
 Paradigm Mortgage Services offers IFAs and mortgage intermediaries the same
opportunity. Members of the proposition benefit fully from market-leading procuration
fees, have access to exclusive and semi-exclusive products, and share in the club’s
ownership. Members will also have the added opportunity of building additional value
wholly attributable to their own individual businesses. Paradigm Mortgage Services
also offer a dedicated Mortgage Desk to members.
 Paradigm Mortgage Services is an associated business of Paradigm Partners LLP,
the IFA support firm established by Paul Hogarth.
 Paradigm Partners is a limited liability partnership. It offers those firms who sign up
the opportunity for them to share in the capital growth of the business via a
discretionary trust.
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